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Save Time and Money with Automated Testing 
 
Most companies know that defects found in       
production cost 10 to 100 times more to fix than          
defects found in development. As a result, many        
companies have instituted manual regression     
testing to find defects in unchanged code prior to         
release. However, as more features are added to        
the system, the number of manual tests grows,        
and so does the time required to run them all prior           
to a release.  
 
Eventually, companies get to the point where the manual regression test cycle defines or              
delays the release date. It is not unusual for companies to need an extra week to execute the                  
manual regression tests. This puts a significant strain on development organizations trying to             
operate on two-week “sprints.” Companies are forced to decide whether to shortcut the             
manual regression testing by eliminating some of the tests in order to meet the release               
schedule or to delay the release. This increases the risk of defects making it into production,                
while providing a false sense of security. 
 
There is value in developing and executing a robust set of regression tests. The more               
regression tests you execute, the lower the risk of defects making it into production.              
Unfortunately, the more regression tests, the longer it takes to execute and the longer the               
release cycle, delaying your product to the market. The answer to decreasing cycle times and               
increasing product quality is automated regression testing.  
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Defects and bugs found in production also interrupt the flow of features from the              
development team. Since the defects were found in production, they must be fixed right              
away. Obviously, the time to fix feature bugs is when you are developing the feature, not                
once you have moved on to the next feature. Fixing production defects takes time away from                
creating new features. We call this interruption in feature flow “Velocity Drag.” 

Let’s Talk About “Velocity Drag” 
The buzzword of the decade in software development is “Velocity.” Velocity is the pace at               
which work gets done. It tells development managers and stakeholders how productive the             
development team is and how many new features can be expected in any release. 

 
When development teams start a project they are in "High Velocity" mode. The             
beginning of a project feels great. Everyone is optimistic, significant progress is            
made regularly, and there is a great sense of teamwork and collaboration. Lots of              
features are produced and released into production. 

 
But once a product gets released, development progress (or velocity) begins to slow.             
Once you release software out into the wild, users begin interacting with the             
software in ways the developers never intended or anticipated. Bugs and issues            
emerge, and precious development time is consumed by troubleshooting, repair, and           
maintenance. Clients start complaining about unresolved issues. Without relief, the          
developers have to work overtime to stay on schedule developing new features while fixing              
the defects in the released code. 

 
The project owner, investors, and executives still want to see progress on the             
ever-increasing backlog of new features, but developers are bogged down with fixing            
and testing production defects. Soon, the constant shifting priorities and          
multitasking mean developers never feel safe to focus on one thing. This is called              
“velocity drag.” Velocity drag is not only costly to the organization, but            

demoralizing for programmers.  
 
Left unchecked, Velocity Drag can result      
in a Death March project where there is        
constant re-work, schedules are    
unrealistic, everything is sub-optimized,    
and there is growing discouragement,     
anxiety, and cynicism. No one is doing       
what they are best at. The once       
optimistic team is now in-fighting,     
passing blame, and updating their     
resumes.  
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Automated Testing is Thorough and Exhaustive 
Automated regression testing allows frequent and      
thorough regression testing before each release to       
catch defects prior to release. Automated testing       
allows you to execute regression tests in hours versus         
days. It lets you grow a robust set of regression tests           
that can be executed for each release, once a week or           
even daily to identify and correct defects in the current          
development cycle versus in crisis mode post-release.  

How It’s Done 

Analysis 
The first step in implementing an automated testing process is to determine which tests will               
be automated.  Factors to consider are: 

 
The criticality of the business function being tested. 
The length and complexity of the regression test. 
The stability of the underlying code.  
 

Our approach is to separate the manual regression tests into one of four categories: 
 
Critical and Stable: These are tests that exercise        
critical business functions that are relatively      
stable and unchanging. 

Critical and Changing: These are tests that       
exercise critical business functions that are still in        
development or are subject to future changes. 

Non-critical and Stable: These are tests that       
exercise less critical business functions that are       
relatively stable and unchanging. 

Non-critical and Changing: These are tests that       
exercise less critical business functions that are       
still in development or are subject to future        
changes. 
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Prime candidates for automation are the Critical and Stable regression tests, followed by the              
Critical and Changing or the Non-Critical and Stable, depending on how many resources they              
consume to execute. 
 
Once the regression tests have been selected, they must be          
reviewed to ensure they are of sufficient detail to         
automate. For a successful automation, the regression test        
must be repeatable, which means it must be executed the          
same way with the same data each time. Regression tests          
where the manual tester must adjust the test on the fly           
based on the observed results are not good candidates for          
automation. The advantage of this approach is that the         
automated test can also automatically check for expected        
results and display warnings or even halt execution if the          
expected results are not observed.  

Conversion and Automation 
 
After the list of automation candidates has been identified, the tests are recorded in the               
automated tool to capture the manual testers’ keystrokes. This is a rough recording and the               
recorded tests must be “massaged” to ensure they execute properly in “playback” mode.             
Usually, the conversion process is straightforward and uneventful, but occasionally issues do            
arise that prevent the test from working in automated mode. Typical issues encountered are              
data inconsistencies; poor identification of screen widgets, buttons, and boxes; and           
session-specific security keys that must be captured and re-used in the automated test             
session. As tests are converted and tested, they are released for use to realize the labor                
savings as quickly as possible. It is not unusual to reduce 40+ hours of manual testing to 4-8                  
hours of unattended automated testing. 

Maintenance 
As the system changes to adapt to new business requirements, the underlying regression tests              
must also change. This results in corresponding changes to the automated tests. Minor             
changes can be made by simply editing the automated script. More complex changes may              
require re-recording the manual test and re-converting it to an automated test. 
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Data Considerations  
One of the benefits of automated testing is the ability to examine the system’s output and                
responses for expected results. These are called “assertions.” By using strategically placed            
assertions, the automated script can verify that when given a defined set of inputs, a specific                

output is observed. This allows the person       
monitoring the automated test to simply      
look at the error log of the test and know          
whether the test was successful. 
 
A critical component of using assertions is       
the quality and consistency of the data. In        
order to get a specific result, a specific set         
of input data must be supplied. In some        
systems, this is not possible, as certain data        

can only be used once; for example, account codes for newly registered customers. In this               
case, there must be some way to reset the database to a known state. This is usually                 
accomplished by taking a backup of the database as it would look prior to the regression test                 
and restoring to that point each time the regression test needs to be run. 

Conclusion 
Releasing continually buggy and broken software wears customers out. The best action a             
development firm can take for its brand and long-term relationships is to have a strong               
testing process.  
 
Don’t choose between losing time on manual testing or losing face on buggy software.              
Build an environment where defects are found and fixed in development and not found by               
your customers. 
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About Stonemill Consulting 
At Stonemill Consulting, independent software testing is all we do. And we are good at it. We                 
hire top people with technical backgrounds and years of experience who love to test. So,               
whatever testing need you have, we can help, whether it is help with test execution or a                 
complete Software Quality Assurance managed services approach.  
 
Stonemill Consulting was launched in 2010. From its inception, Stonemill has focused on one              
thing: Independent Software Testing. Six years later, we are still at it and we are proud to                 
say that our first client is still with us.  

 
Our team's background includes testing systems for       
NASA, the Department of Defense, the pharmaceutical       
industry, the healthcare industry, the aerospace      
industry, the financial services industry and many       
others. We have worked for large national firms such as          
IBM, Ernst & Young and Booz Allen, as well as state           
government agencies and mid-sized local companies. 
 
The secret to our success is proudly stated in our company values. 

● Be good stewards of our clients' resources.  
● Treat their resources as our own. 
● Derive our success from our clients' success. 
● Engage in open, honest, and respectful dialog with our clients. 
● Help clients see issues from many vantage points and help them work through a              

solution. 
● Hire bright, experienced professionals who are passionate about what they do. 
● Provide our consultants challenging work that leverages their skills and abilities. 
● Do what is best for the client first. The rest will take care of itself. 

 
 
 

 
www.stonemillconsulting.com | (317) 798-2147  

9247 N. Meridian St. Ste. 114, Indianapolis, IN 46206 
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